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Why flows matter



Why flows matter…

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbUrrYq9BmU

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=cbUrrYq9BmU


www.wwf.org.uk/what-we-do/ projects/environmental-flows



Environmental Flows in Switzerland

• Long tradition of regulating water trough heavy 
infrastructure

• In constitution, but no executional law for 
environmental flows for 20 years

• Defining env. flows retrospectively has proven very 
difficult; many legal disputes

«Water Use Act», no
regulations on flows (1916)

«Minimal Flows» in 
constitution (1975)

«Water Protection Act» for
env. flows(1992)



Dramatic reduction in species diversity and abundance



Environmental Flows in Switzerland

• Societal pressure to restore river has 
become very strong

• E-flows part of a general restoration act, 
hydropower in need of subsidies:
Costs: several 100 million/year

• Dam decommissioning instead of 
retrofitting is becoming more common

«Water Use Act», no
regulations on flows (1916)

«Minimal Flows» in 
constitution (1975)

«Water Protection Act» for
env. flows(1992)

Act on «Restoration of
Rivers» (2014)



• National Water Law (1992) requiring «sustainable extraction»

• Pilot studies for 3 basins to assess possible Environmental Flow approaches. 

• Env. Flow Standard published and ratified (2017) based on:
• Three level hierarchical approach to the intensity of approach

• Maintain balance between flow protection and water use

• National Water Reserves Program to:
• Establish water reserves

• Show how healthy river are preserved

• Build capacity in Mexico 

Environmental Flows in Mexico

• Individual EWR are established and consulted at 
basin scale, supporting decision about 
infrastructure and flow management 



Important lessons learnt

1. The need for understanding rivers

2. The need for concrete framework at 
an early stage

3. Secure sufficient resources and 
capacity for Environmental Flows

4. Engage stakeholders to gain 
understanding and support

5. Consider processes on catchment 
and basin level



The need to understand rivers: «the master variable»’s
influence on key processes (and ecosystem services)

• Scientific knowledge and data are key

• Need for local experts and resource 
persons

• Need for data/information coordination 
and sharing (also case studies)



Enact clear and effective legislation early

• Environmental Flows need to be addressed early in 
the licensing process:
• The influence the economy of a project (PPA)

• They should inform the design of project (available water, 
storage, artificial floods)

• E-flow design can help mitigate impacts.

• River processes on catchment and basin level (basin 
management  plan) need to be addressed 
(sediment, fisheries, nutrient delivery, …). 



Stakeholder-action required for successful implementation

Role Organisation Action

Lead Government • Develop a clear legal basis for regulating water use, allocation, rights and licenses

• Recognize e-flows as priority, set limits (or reserves)

• Provide framework for national  and integrated basin water planning

Support Int. NGO’s • Provide guidance on legislative and regulatory requirements, pass on experience 
gained in other context

• Support and push for funding (framework development and implementation)

Loc. NGO’s, 
private sector

• Identify local specialists, communicate with the public
• Support funding and ecological and socio-economic e-flow assessments 

International 
funding agencies

• Fund e-flow implementation programs
• Make e-flow framework prerequisite for water infrastructure programs

Scientific 
community

• Access grants and conduct research on physical, geomorphological, ecological, 
social and economic parameters.

• Develop capacity in local academia, governmental agencies and NGOs



Allocation at different levels



Why is the basin perspective so important

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NsfmcNHePiE

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NsfmcNHePiE


Myanmar – the unique water country
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